Evidence for dispersal syndromes in freshwater fishes
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Dispersal is a fundamental process defining the distribution of organisms and has long been a topic of inquiry in ecology and evolution. Emerging research points to an interdependency of dispersal with a diverse suite of traits in terrestrial organisms, however the extent to which such dispersal syndromes exist in freshwater species remains uncertain. Here, we test whether dispersal in freshwater fishes (1) is a fixed property of species, and (2) correlates with life-history, morphological, ecological and behavioural traits, using a global dataset of dispersal distances collected from the literature encompassing 116 riverine species and 196 locations. Our meta-analysis revealed a high degree of repeatability and heritability in the dispersal estimates and strong associations with traits related to life-history strategies, energy allocation to reproduction, ecological specialization and swimming skills. Together, these results demonstrate that similar to terrestrial organisms, the multi-dimensional nature of dispersal syndromes in freshwater species offer opportunities for the development of a unifying paradigm of movement ecology that transcend taxonomic and biogeographical realms. The high explanatory power of the models also suggests that trait-based and phylogenetic approaches hold considerable promises to inform conservation efforts in a rapidly changing world.

1. Introduction

Understanding the causes, consequences and mechanisms of dispersal—the movement of organisms between successive habitat patches with potential consequences for gene flow across space—is a central topic in biogeography, ecology and evolution [1,2]. Theoretical and empirical investigations suggest that dispersal is the reflection of syndromes emerging from complex trade-offs and covariation among traits [3–7]. Identifying so-called dispersal syndromes provides critical insight into the evolution of dispersal and holds considerable promise to enhance the biological realism of species forecasts under future environmental change (e.g. [8]).

Evolutionary biologists have long recognized that the evolution of dispersal has multiple causes [1–3,9]. In active dispersers, any trait reducing the costs of movement—including energetic, time, risk and opportunities costs—is expected to select for increased dispersal [6,10]. However, dispersal syndromes may emerge for a variety of other reasons. For instance, escaping conspecific competition is recognized as a major potential benefit of dispersal, leading to patterns of covariation between dispersal and competition-related traits [1,10]. Environmentally driven dispersal syndromes may also result from the joint selection of dispersal and other phenotypic traits in varying environments [3,7]. In addition, movements are associated with multiple ecological functions (e.g. feeding, escape, exploration, migration and reproduction), such that dispersal may emerge as a side product of the evolution of other traits [11].

There is therefore a need to consider the multi-dimensionality of dispersal evolution that includes both phenotypic traits and the environmental factors modulating the strength and directionality of syndromes.

A recent effort demonstrated that species’ dispersal ability can be predicted successfully according to a suite of life-history, behavioural, ecological and
morphological traits in a wide range of terrestrial and semi-terrestrial organisms [4]. However, this research also points to idiosyncratic relationships among different taxonomic groups, illustrating the complex nature and multiple origins of dispersal syndromes. There is also compelling evidence that dispersal is a context-dependent (e.g. environment) and condition-dependent (e.g. age, sex) trait, exhibiting strong intra-specific variability in many cases [2,12,13]. Thus, it is questionable whether inferences and predictions garnered from the terrestrial realm are informative in freshwater systems, where connectivity and flow directionality represent fundamental constraints to strictly aquatic organisms, and may lead to very different pressures on life-history and ecological traits that mediate dispersal [14–17].

Here, we investigate the existence of dispersal syndromes in freshwater fishes. We first assess the predictability of dispersal by quantifying the importance of intra-specific and inter-specific variability in movement patterns. We then test for systematic covariances between dispersal ability and a suite of morphological, life-history, ecological and behavioural traits. Rather than focusing on a single descriptor of dispersal (e.g. mean or maximum dispersal distances), we assess the consistency of dispersal syndromes in different parts of the dispersal kernel by using empirical and fitted estimates of dispersal distances. Results from our research contribute to a unified perspective on dispersal syndromes that considers whether, and if so to what extent, uncoupled selection may occur for short- (explorative or routine movement) versus long-distance dispersal [1,9,18].

2. Material and methods

(a) Dispersal data collection

We performed a comprehensive literature review to identify studies that quantified dispersal of riverine fishes according to direct (i.e. capture–recapture, radio-tracking) methods. We searched the literature using various combinations of the following keywords in Google Scholar and ISI Web of Knowledge: fish* AND (freshwater OR stream* OR river*), (dispersal OR ‘dispersal distance’ OR dispersion OR swim* OR movement* OR redistribution), (CMR OR MRR OR mark-release OR mark-recapture OR radio-track*). Additional studies were gathered from the reference section of the relevant articles and previous meta-analyses (e.g. [19]).

Our initial literature search identified 448 studies, including peer-reviewed articles and grey literature sources (e.g. reports, graduate school theses). Each study was subsequently screened and selected only if it provided a quantitative estimate of dispersal distance at the population or individual level (figures were extracted using PlotDigitizer). Manipulative experiments (e.g. translocation) and studies performed on hatchery individuals were not considered. We further excluded studies explicitly investigating migration (e.g. distance between wintering and spawning habitat) and those conducted over less than 24 h (e.g. diel movements). To account for differences in the temporal scale at which movement patterns were recorded, all dispersal distances were expressed as dispersal rates in m day$^{-1}$ according to the individual records when available or the average time between sightings across all recaptured individuals in all other cases (mean time between sightings = 96.34 days, range = 1–21912; see electronic supplementary material, figure S1).

(b) Dispersal metrics

We considered a broad definition of dispersal as any movement of an individual between habitat patches, irrespective of the distance between them or their underlying causes (e.g. feeding, escape, exploration, reproduction [10]). From the studies, we extracted empirical estimates of mean and maximum dispersal distances as they were the most commonly reported statistics. When these metrics were not given in the text and raw data were available (e.g. individual dispersal distance, frequency distribution), we recalculated them when possible. If dispersal distances were reported separately for different subsamples of the population (e.g. small and large body sizes), they were pooled together after accounting for differences in sample sizes (e.g. weighted mean dispersal distance).

Dispersal movements were further described by fitting dispersal kernels to the empirical cumulative frequency distributions (i.e. the number of individuals recaptured per distance class when given for at least three distance classes). We used the most common probability density functions (i.e. Cauchy, exponential, Gaussian, logistic, log-normal and Weibull) [20] as well as a Gaussian mixture kernel that has been suggested to more accurately describe heterogeneous freshwater fish movements [19]. We compared model fits using the small sample-size corrected Akaike’s information criterion (AICc) and chose the model with the lowest AICc. Owing to the uncertainty surrounding the definition of short- versus long-distance dispersal [21], we then described movement patterns using the 10th, 20th, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th, 90th and 99th percentiles of the fitted probability distributions.

The final dataset comprised 154 studies encompassing 116 fish species (from 14 taxonomic orders and 27 families) and 196 locations (mean number of studies per species = 3.78, range = 1–48), located mostly in the Northern Hemisphere (figure 1a). The empirical estimates were available for 109 species for the mean dispersal distance and 92 species for the maximum dispersal distance (electronic supplementary material, figure S2). The fitted estimates were derived from the dispersal kernels fitted to the empirical cumulative frequency distributions for 82 species (electronic supplementary material, figure S3). The Weibull, log-normal and Gaussian mixture dispersal kernels were selected as the best fitting functions for most species and locations (see electronic supplementary material, table S1). Across all studies, empirical dispersal distances showed a mean and maximum of 137 and 959 m day$^{-1}$ (figure 1b), respectively, whereas the fitted dispersal distances ranged from 18 m day$^{-1}$ for the 10th percentile to 1033 m day$^{-1}$ for the 99th percentile (figure 1c–l).

(c) Species’ traits

We considered traits related to five main hypotheses. All correlations among traits belonging to the different hypotheses were $<0.55$ (see electronic supplementary material, table S2 and figure S4).

(i) Life-history strategies

Syndromes may emerge when the environment jointly influences the expression of dispersal and other phenotypic traits [3]. Accordingly, we expect high dispersal ability to be selected under high habitat instability and be integrated into life-history strategies promoting species resilience, as observed among the basic demographic parameters of survival, fecundity and onset and duration of reproduction [9,22]. In riverine ecosystems, many life-history adaptations are shaped by long-term flow dynamics—the major form of environmental variability encountered in these ecosystems [23,24]. As such, the so-called periodic strategists [25] are predicted to disperse over larger distances as they display both the energy (large body size) and generation time (long-lived and delayed maturity) to escape high duration flow events and the reproductive effort (high fecundity) to increase juvenile survivorship during favourable environmental conditions [26].
Traits considered for this hypothesis were body length (maximum, mm), length at first maturity (female, mm), age at first maturity (female, years), longevity (maximum, years) and fecundity (total number of eggs or offspring per breeding season).

(ii) Energy allocation to reproduction
We expect a negative relationship between dispersal distances and most traits related to the energy/time invested in reproduction due to the allocation trade-off of limiting resources between competing traits [6]. Both spatial and temporal dispersal strategies may also represent alternative strategies allowing species to cope with environmental stochasticity [5]. Accordingly, we expect dispersal through space to constrain the evolution of life-history traits that distribute individuals into separate reproductive events.

Traits considered for this hypothesis were parental care (open substrate spawners, brood hiders, nest guarders; increasing order), spawning frequency (one or more times per season) and egg size (mean diameter of mature (fully yolked) ovarian oocytes, mm).

(iii) Specialization
We expect a joint evolution of dispersal and specialization, so that dispersal is counter-selected for specialist species due to the higher costs of movement across unsuitable habitat patches, or conversely poor dispersal ability favours the evolution of specialization to local conditions [27–30]. We also expect high temporal variability in environmental conditions to prevent specialization and select for increased dispersal to allow organisms to track their optimal habitat through space and time [31]. Hence, we predict a negative correlation between spatial/temporal niche specialization and dispersal distances [32].

Traits considered for this hypothesis were temperature seasonality (coefficient of variation of monthly mean temperature across species range), precipitation seasonality (as a proxy of flow variation; coefficient of variation of monthly cumulated precipitation across species range), climatic niche breadth based on the index of tolerance of an outlying mean index analysis [33] that measures the amplitude in the distribution of species according to four climatic variables (mean temperature of warmest and coldest quarters, °C; cumulated precipitation of wettest and driest quarters, mm) and range size (as a proxy of habitat niche breadth; km²).

(iv) Swimming skill
We expect the costs of dispersal to decrease for species displaying better locomotion and orientation skills [34]. We thus predict a positive relationship between dispersal distances and swimming ability. Traits considered for this hypothesis were aspect ratio of the caudal fin ($A = h^2/s$, $h =$ height of the caudal fin; $s =$ surface area of fin) and body shape (deep/short, fusiform/normal, elongated; increasing order).
(v) Routine (feeding) behaviour
We expect dispersal to result from a by-product of selection favouring larger-scale exploration and resource exploitation [11]. We thus predict greater dispersal distances for species at higher trophic position [35,36]. The trait considered for this hypothesis was trophic position (continuous).

(d) Statistical analyses
Covariations between empirical or fitted dispersal estimates and species traits, which putatively form a syndrome, were estimated using multivariate generalized linear mixed models accounting for both phylogenetic relatedness and repeated measurements within species. This method provides the advantage of controlling for phylogenetic dependency in the dataset (which is highly valuable in the context of complex trait syndromes), while also effectively partitioning other sources of variation such as environmental effects and measurement errors [37,38]. More specifically, we fitted multivariate Gaussian models including the empirical or fitted dispersal estimates (mean and maximum or percentiles of dispersal distance) as response variables and fitted or unaccounted phylogenetic, species identity and residual variances) [38]. The contribution of species identity accounts for shared ancestry between species, species identity accounts for any specific effect that would be independent from the phylogenetic relationships (e.g. permanent environmental effect). In this case, the residual variance corresponds to the sum of measurement error and intra-specific variance in response to local conditions, and thus encompasses both the within- and between-population variation. We did not include location as a random effect due to the limited number of studies performed on multiple species at a given location.

We then included the individual traits as fixed effects after removing the global intercept and estimated the strength of these associations with the residuals using the standardized β-coefficients. To assess whether the effects differ for short-versus long-distance dispersal, we compared models with separate or common regression slopes for the different dispersal estimates using the deviance information criterion (DIC). We considered differences in DIC between the models with separate and common slope (DICseparate – DICcommon) to indicate the level of support for the model with separate slopes as follows: ΔDIC < 4, substantial support; 4 < ΔDIC ≤ 7, considerably less support; ΔDIC > 10, essentially no support. We also calculated the marginal (i.e. the variance explained by the fixed effects) and conditional (i.e. the variance explained by both fixed and random effects) R² for each model [41].

The models were implemented in a Bayesian framework using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling in the package MCMCglmm [42] in R version 3.2.0 [43]. We used inverse-Wishart distributed priors for the residuals and random effects with $V = 2$ and $v = 1.002$ for the empirical estimates and $V = 10$ and $v = 9.002$ for the fitted estimates, and independent normal priors with a mean of zero and large variance (10^{13}) for the fixed effects. Each model was run three times for 3,000,000 iterations, with a burn-in period of 150,000 and a sampling interval of 1000. The convergence of the models was confirmed by examining the effective sample size (>1000) and autocorrelation between samples (less than 0.10) for each chain, as well as the Gelman–Rubin statistics (less than 1.1) among chains [44]. Dispersal estimates and species’ traits were log_{10}-transformed to satisfy assumptions of normality and linearity when required.

To facilitate model convergence, all predictor and response variables were converted to z-scores and outliers (less than 3 s.d. from the mean) were removed prior to analyses. Parameter estimates from models are reported as the posterior modes with 95% lower and upper credible intervals (CIs).

3. Results
We found high levels of repeatability (approx. 65–80%) across species for both the empirical and fitted dispersal distances (table 1). The results also indicated that a large portion of the variance in the empirical estimates was explained by the shared ancestry between species (approx. 60–70%), whereas fitted estimates showed comparatively lower heritability values (approx. 30–40%). In both cases, intra-specific variability accounted for approximately 20–35% of the total variance in the dispersal estimates.

Strong inter-dependencies were also revealed between dispersal distances and species’ traits (figure 2). In particular, we found strong associations between empirical or fitted dispersal distances and life-history strategy traits, with the strength of the associations increasing from short- to long-distance movements, particularly for body length and length at maturity. This indicated that highly fecund and large-bodied species displaying longer generation time tend to disperse over larger distances. The degree of parental care was also negatively associated with the dispersal distances, except for the longer distance movements for which the 95% CIs overlapped zero. This provided support for the energy allocation hypothesis where species investing more time into egg or juvenile protection show lower dispersal ability. We also found evidence for an association with the degree of specialization, with generalist species displaying the longest movements. In particular, we found positive relationships with the temporal variations in temperature and precipitation experienced by species across their ranges as well as with their range size. Nonetheless, the strength of these associations varied according to the dispersal estimates (empirical or fitted) and the structure of the model (including or not separate slopes) considered, reflecting to some extent the higher uncertainty associated with the most complex models. Finally, although the results did not provide strong support for the swimming skill hypothesis, the aspect ratio appeared to be increasingly important to explain long distance movements, notably the maximum dispersal distance for which 95% CI did not overlap zero.

Differences in DIC values for the empirical estimates indicated substantial, albeit ambiguous, support for models with separate slopes, especially regarding the aspect ratio (electronic supplementary material, table S3). Model comparison for the fitted estimates revealed that models including separate slopes had relatively similar (ΔDIC ≤ 4) levels of support to the models including a common slope for body size and egg size, and considerably less support (4 < ΔDIC ≤ 7) for
the other traits. Lastly, we found that the full models explained approximately 65–80% of the variance (conditional $R^2$), with the fixed effects alone accounting for up to 15% of the total variance (marginal $R^2$) (electronic supplementary material, figures S5–S6). The conditional $R^2$ increased for long- versus short-distances movements for all models including or not a separate slope, although the CIs showed a high degree of overlap. Using a higher threshold to exclude case studies based on the recorded time between sightings (i.e. 7 or 30 days) did not modify our conclusions (results not shown).

4. Discussion

Our study reveals the existence of dispersal syndromes in freshwater fishes, through strong associations between dispersal distances and a suite of morphological, life-history and ecological traits. The relatively high level of repeatability and heritability observed across fish species also suggest considerable promises to incorporate a more realistic portrayal of dispersal in the modelling of freshwater biodiversity [45].

Our findings show strong interdependency of dispersal with multiple life-history traits. As predicted, we found that periodic strategists associated with high environmental seasonality and characterized by large body size, long generation time and high fecundity display higher dispersal ability. In fish, dispersal may thus have been selected by the same environmental pressures that shaped life-history strategies, namely long-term flow dynamics. However, we also found evidence, albeit tenuous, that morphological-related attributes were more tightly associated with long-distance dispersal, whereas the strength of the associations with the other life-history traits was less likely to differ for short- versus long-distance dispersal. This indicates that the same syndrome may emerge from distinct mechanisms operating at different spatial scales. For example, the scale at which competition and reproduction affects metapopulation dynamics is generally assumed to be more localized than those of habitat perturbation. It follows that the benefits of temporally escaping from periods of adverse conditions may be responsible for the dispersal-fecundity syndrome observed for long-distance movements, whereas the selection for increased dispersal under high kin competition may explain the association with shorter distance movements [9].

Despite highlighting the potentially complex origins of dispersal syndromes, our results expand previous terrestrial evidence for the existence of a universal, positive association between dispersiveness, fecundity and longevity [4]. Whether such covariance holds in marine environments, however, where passive dispersal is easier and specific dispersal adaptations are rare remains an open question. Indeed, some aspects of dispersal-associated movement for marine species may be more likely to evolve as an incidental outcome in response to selective forces related to other functions [32]. Nonetheless, Bradbury et al. [46] found that isolation by distance parameters were consistently correlated with many life-history traits in marine fishes, including body length, fecundity and age at maturity, suggesting a reduced role of pelagic larval stage to effective dispersal. This indicates that the distinct perspectives on dispersal among realms may be reconciled and provides new exciting research avenues for the development of a unifying paradigm of movement ecology that may transcend taxonomic and system boundaries [47].

The negative associations between dispersal distances and parental care are also in accordance with the traditional time/energy allocation hypothesis, predicting that investing energy into reproduction is done at the expense of less energy being available for other functions [6]. By contrast, we found no support for a trade-off between traits favouring dispersal in space and time, although the lack of pattern may also reflect the simplicity of the scoring system adopted to describe temporal aspects of reproduction. Moreover, allocation trade-offs can induce dispersal syndromes at the individual or population level and between the different phases of the dispersal process, although potentially for different reasons, thus obscuring the patterns of covariation at higher levels of organization [5,48].

Table 1. Proportion of variance explained by consistent between-species differences (repeatability, $R_{sp}$), shared ancestry between species (heritability, $h^2$) and within-species differences (residual variance, $R_{within}$). Estimates are the modes of the posterior distributions with 95% CIs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$R_{sp}$</th>
<th>$h^2$</th>
<th>$R_{within}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>empirical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.83 [0.70–0.90]</td>
<td>0.69 [0.38–0.85]</td>
<td>0.17 [0.10–0.30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>0.74 [0.58–0.85]</td>
<td>0.56 [0.26–0.80]</td>
<td>0.26 [0.15–0.42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fitted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10th</td>
<td>0.64 [0.55–0.76]</td>
<td>0.33 [0.22–0.52]</td>
<td>0.36 [0.24–0.45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p20th</td>
<td>0.65 [0.55–0.76]</td>
<td>0.31 [0.19–0.49]</td>
<td>0.35 [0.24–0.45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p30th</td>
<td>0.70 [0.58–0.79]</td>
<td>0.32 [0.19–0.49]</td>
<td>0.30 [0.21–0.42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p40th</td>
<td>0.71 [0.59–0.79]</td>
<td>0.29 [0.19–0.50]</td>
<td>0.29 [0.21–0.41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p50th</td>
<td>0.71 [0.60–0.80]</td>
<td>0.31 [0.18–0.50]</td>
<td>0.29 [0.20–0.40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p60th</td>
<td>0.72 [0.62–0.81]</td>
<td>0.31 [0.19–0.51]</td>
<td>0.28 [0.19–0.38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p70th</td>
<td>0.73 [0.62–0.82]</td>
<td>0.31 [0.19–0.52]</td>
<td>0.27 [0.18–0.38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p80th</td>
<td>0.75 [0.63–0.83]</td>
<td>0.32 [0.19–0.52]</td>
<td>0.25 [0.17–0.37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p90th</td>
<td>0.73 [0.64–0.83]</td>
<td>0.34 [0.20–0.54]</td>
<td>0.27 [0.17–0.36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p99th</td>
<td>0.72 [0.62–0.82]</td>
<td>0.36 [0.22–0.57]</td>
<td>0.28 [0.18–0.38]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Beyond life-history strategies, we show that dispersal might be tightly associated with the degree of ecological specialization. Species characterized by broader climatic and habitat niche breadth were found to display higher dispersal ability, confirming what is often a priori assumed but seldom evaluated [49]: the fact that dispersal is an important process moderating species distributions. Whitmee & Orme [50] similarly found a strong correlation between maximum dispersal distance and range size in mammals, suggesting that the degree of generalism favours long distance dispersal through access to distant habitat [32], and subsequently leads to range expansion. Nonetheless, it is important to note that in natural populations, both phenotype and dispersal evolve together and that correlative studies such as ours do not enable an investigation of the causes or consequences of the identified covariations. Beyond biogeographical considerations, these results have also important conservation implications. They indicate that under global environmental change, geographically restricted species are exposed to the double jeopardy of having a narrow range of tolerance and low dispersal ability.

Among the traits associated with swimming skills only aspect ratio was found to be correlated with the maximum dispersal distance. In fish, the aspect ratio of the caudal fin closely correlates with the level of activity [51] and swimming efficiency [52], with higher aspects ratios facilitating both sustained swimming and rapid accelerations. An indirect relationship might have arisen through allometric relationships with body size, but is consistent with the hypothesis that better swimming skill may translate to less energy expenditure per unit of time that may facilitate long-distance movements [34]. However, the existence of correlations linking both life-history and morphological traits does not allow to discriminate between the two non-mutually exclusive hypotheses that dispersal evolved as part of the life-history strategies in response to habitat instability or that dispersal is facilitated for species with attributes that decrease the costs of movements. Lastly, and contrary to what we expected, trophic position demonstrated no significant relationship with dispersal. The hypothesis that dispersal may arise from a by-product of feeding routine movements thus did not find support in freshwater fish.

We found rather weak evidence that short- versus long-distance dispersal events rely on distinct mechanisms. Although this might indicate that these movements are accomplished by different types of individuals [2], other potential explanations include (1) our ability to separate genuine dispersal from exploratory movements, (2) the use of fixed dispersal kernels, and (3) the presence of taxonomic and spatial biases. Critics have suggested that direct field-based studies underestimate infrequent long-distance dispersal because of temporally/spatially restricted sampling [53]. In turn, the similarity of the coefficients estimated for the different distance classes, and especially between the empirical estimates, may reflect these biases towards routine movements when pooling the short- and long-distance components of these movement patterns [54]. Also, by constraining the dispersal-distance distributions to a fixed unique function for most species, we assume that the

![Figure 2. Standardized β-coefficient between (a) empirical and (b) fitted dispersal estimates and individual species' traits for multivariate models including (solid dots) or not (open dots) a separate slope for the different dispersal estimates. Results are sorted from left to right according to the mean and maximum empirical dispersal distances and increasing percentiles (10th, 20th, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th, 90th, 99th), respectively. Results for the single slope estimate are arbitrarily represented as the mid-interval values. Dots and associated bars are the posterior modes and 95% CIs. Grey shades indicate coefficients whose CIs overlap zero.](http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rspb.2017.2214)
evolution of the different parts of the dispersal kernels are linked [1].

Dispersal is a complex process involving three interrelated phases (i.e. departure, transience and settlement) that are affected by multiple factors acting at different spatial and temporal scales [55]. However, the intrinsic complexity of dispersal dynamics may be lost upon oversimplified kernels [20], which may explain to some extent the comparatively lower level of repeatability and heritability observed in the fitted estimates. In this respect, the use of more flexible dispersal kernels (see [20] for a review) and indirect genetic-based methods (e.g. [46]) may hold considerable promise to improve our ability to quantify spatial and temporal patterns in dispersal. Alternatively, we cannot rule out the possibility that our results may have been affected by including non-random species pools in the analysis. Although known to be detrimental, taxonomic and spatial biases are pervasive in the scientific literature. As such, the strong spatial skew towards the Nearctic realm may have overemphasized taxa whose evolution have strongly been imprinted by repeated glaciation history [56].

Despite these considerations, we found a strong species-specific and phylogenetic signal in the dispersal estimates with the full models explaining up to approximately 80% of the total variance. By contrast, a similar analysis on European butterflies reveals at least as much variation within than between species and a low degree of phylogenetic signal [12]. These differences could reflect different selective pressures and phylogenetic pathways among different clades. In fish, life-history traits such as body length, length at first maturity and fecundity show a relatively low level of intra-specific variability (approximately 25% [57]) and a strong degree of phylogenetic signal [58], whereas for butterfly species, traits associated with dispersal may be comparatively more labile (e.g. [59]).

Irrespective of the underlying mechanisms, our results point out the great potential for phylogenetic and trait-based approaches to inform conservation efforts by predicting dispersal for species for which data are lacking. Radinger & Wolter [19] previously demonstrated that morphological traits offer a powerful way to infer movement patterns in riverine fishes. Here, we show that other life-history and ecological traits may offer complementary, if not more promising, opportunities to improve our understanding of the determinants of dispersal. Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that short-distance dispersal was less predictable than long-distance dispersal. This confirmed that individuals that engage in routine, explorative movements are more likely to respond to extrinsic stimuli such as feeding resources, predation risk and habitat boundaries than those involved in directed, longer distance movements [18].

More generally, the non-negligible proportion of variance explained by intra-specific factors advocates for more mechanistic approaches to model dispersal that considers how the environment or the biotic context affect the redistribution of animals [60–62]. Context-dependent dispersal syndromes are likely to arise at the different phases of the dispersal process in response to external factors such as predation risk, conspecific density, climatic conditions or habitat structure [63]. The sign of covariances of the dispersal syndromes may even be reversed due to habitat matching [64] or when compared both within and among species [2]. Unfortunately, we were not able to gather information about the local environmental conditions or intra-specific trait variation from the case studies extracted from the literature, which precluded the incorporation of these potentially important factors in our analyses. Assessing the consistency of dispersal syndromes at the intra-specific level by considering both the multi-dimensional nature and context dependency of traits covariation thus represents an important area for future research [65].

Determining the underlying determinants of dispersal is a fundamental but challenging question in evolutionary ecology. Our study highlights the pervasiveness but multi-dimensional nature of dispersal syndromes and calls for the development of more integrated framework to better predict the evolution of dispersal and the consequences of changing environments across a wide range of taxa and ecosystems.
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